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long-range program to’ develop consolidated
local area telephone systems for its activities.
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The Honorable
The Secretary

Harold Rrown
of Defense

The Honorable
James T. NcIntyre,
Director,
Office
of Management

Jr.
and

Budget

This report
describes
Department
of Defense experiences
a recently
modernized
consolidated
local
area telephone
system.
Defense has established
a long-range
program to
develop
consolidated
local
area telephone
systems,
and discussions
between Defense and the General
Services
Administration are underway to create
Government-wide
consolidated
local

with

area

systems.
We made this

design
in the future
or modernized.

system

review
to demonstrate
consolidated
telephone
and management problems
which should be avoided
when consolidated
systems
are created,
expanded,

This report
contains
recommendations
on pages 18 and 13.
236 of the Legislative
Reorganization
As you know, section
Act of 1970 requires
the head of a Federal
agency to submit
a written
statement
on actions
taken on our recommendations
to the Senate Commj.ttee
on Governmental
Affairs
and the House
Commj.ttee
on Government
Operations
not later
than 60 days after
the date of the report
and to the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations
with the agency's
first
request
for appropriations
made more than 60 days after
the date of the report.
!nle are sending
copies of this report
to the Secretaries
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force;
the Director
of the Defense
Logistics
Agency: and the Administrators
of General
Services
and rlational
Telecommunications
and Information.
tion

We wish to express
our
and assistance
provided

appreciation
during
our

for the
review.

R: W. cutmann
Director

coopera-
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
REPORT TO THE DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET AND THE SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE

DEFICIENCIES IN THE ST. LOUIS
DEFENSE TELEPHONE SERVICE
SHOULD BE AVOIDED IN
FUTURE CONSOLIDATIONS

DIGEST
-----In a November 1979 report,
GAO demonstrated
that individual
agency telephone
systems were
more costly
than consolidated
systems in metropolitan
areas.
GAO recommended that the Office
of Management and Budget develop
a policy
for
local
telephone
service
programs
that required
consolidation
and modernization,
where economically
and operationally
beneficial,
on a coordinated
Government-wide
basis.
(See p. 2.)
:The Department
of Defense
(DOD) has established
--Defense
Metropolitan
Area
a long-range
program
--to
develop
consolidated
local
Telephone
Systems
Disarea telephone
systems for its activities.
cussions
between DOD and the General
Services
Administration
(GSA) are underway to create
Government-wide
consolidated
local
area systems.
(See p. 1.)
DOD's experience
with consolidated
systems
is limited
to the Defense Telephone
Service
in Washington,
D.C., and in St. Louis,
Missouri.
The Washington
system,
which is unique in size
and complexity,
serves military
users almost
exclusively.
The St. Louis system,
modernized
in April
1979, uses modern technology
and
serves both DOD and a growing
number of
Government
civil
agency subscribers.
Thus,
the St. Louis system is a more appropriate
model for many proposed
DOD consolidated
systems.
" (See p. 1.)
1~0~ officials,j
responsible
for developing
the
Defense Metropolitan
Area Telephone
Service
program,
and Army officials,
currently
procuring
facilities
or the initial
DOD consolidated
system
at Boston, F ere generally
unaware of the details
of the operational
defects,
design flaws,
and
management problems
experienced
with the St. Louis
system.
Failure
to recognize
the problems
at

Upon

should

removal,
be noted

the report
hereon.

i
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St. Louis and to take corrective
action
could
seriously
hinder
creation,
expansion,
or modernization
of future
consolidated
systems.
(See p. 10.)
/

ST.

LOUIS SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES

Modernization
of the St. Louis system included
installation
of special
devices
to autom.atically
route outgoing
calls
via the least
costly
circuit
available
and to simultaneously
create
a call
detail
record
for use in billing
subscribers
for services
used.
Similar
devices
were used by the Washington
system,
but experience in Washington
was not considered
by the
Army official’
responsible
for the St. Louis
modernization.
(See ch. 2.)
“i
Anticipated
reductions
in commercial
toll
costs and improved
system management associated
with these special
devices
were not realized
at
St. Louis.
For example:
--System
users could arbitrarily
bypass the
least
cost routing
device
and use commercial
toll
circuits
even though prepaid
Government
circuits
were available.
In the first
6 months
after
modernization,
commercial
toll
costs increased
27 percent-a 15-percent
decrease
had
been anticipated.
(See pp. 7 and 8.)
--Improper
programing
of the least
cost routing
device
resulted
in the inadvertent
routing
of
some calls
over commercial
toll
circuits
and
the denial
of prepaid
Government
circuits
to
certain
calling
areas.
(See p. 8.)
--Positive
identification
of out-calling
station
40 percent
numbers (users)
was obtained
for only
of the system-- the remaining
users were on an
“honor”
system.
In 1 test month, one of
every nine calls
recorded
was from a nonexistent
station
number or from a station
with no out-dialing
capability.
(See pp.
9 and 10.)
The Director
of the St. Louis system
derives
authority
from the Army to operate
the system
and concurrently
holds a staff
position
on two
local
Army commands.
The uncertainty
of his
ii

authority
to deal with non-Army subscribers
and
local
superiors
generally
reduced the Director’s
role to that of a financial
manager acting
as
an intermediary
between subscribers
and the local
In direct
contrast,
the
telephone
company.
Director
of the Washington
system was chartered
by the Secretary
of Defense and enjoyed
many
management prerogatives
denied his counterpart
(See ch. 3.)
at St. Louis.
iI!he Director
of the St. Louis system failed
to
bontrol
abuse and misuse of system resources
OK
‘to perform
many functions
normally
associated
For
with good telephone
system management.
example,
he did not require:
--A cost-effectiveness
analysis
of common-use
Outward Wide Area Telecommunications
Service
(See p.
circuits
costing
$468,000
a year.
12.)
--A

cost-effectiveness
analysis
of dedicated
Inward Wide Area Telecommunications
Service
(See p. 13.)
costing
about $525,000
a year.

--Controls
credit

over
cards.

issuance
and use of telephone
(See pp. 14 and 15.)

--Users
to refrain
from using commercial
toll
calling
from the St. Louis area when toll
free access was available
to the system
operator
for connection
to prepaid
Government circuits.
(See pp. 15 and 16.)
--Surveys
of telephone
station
equipment
insure
that least
cost configurations
employed.
(See pp. 16 and 17.)

to
were

CONCLUSIONS
Anticipated
operational
and cost benefits
of
were lost,
or at
the St. Louis modernization
least
diminished,
because of inadequate
planning
he Director
lacked
and system design
flaws.
the P system in a manner most
authority
to operate
cost effective
to the Government,
and he was
unable to control
abuse and misuse of system
facilities.

iii

The Defense Metropolitan
Area Telephone
System
presents
an excellent
OppOrtUnity
for DOD to
eliminate
inefficient
independent
military
telephone
systems in metropolitan
areas.
However,
the increased
sophistication
and
high costs of modernized
telephone
facilities
require
a new style
of management to control
potential
abuse and misuse of the facilities
which can be used by both military
and civil
(See p. 18.)
agency users.
A Government
policy
on consolidated
local
GSA and
telephone
service
is still
needed.
DOD now operate
separate
consolidated
systems
in St. Louis.
Both agencies
soon will
have
separate
consolidated
systems in Boston.
(See p. 18.)
RECOMMENDATIONS
GAO reiterates
the 1979 report
recommendations
Off ice of Management and
to the Director,
Eudget,
particularly
with regard
to development of a policy
for Government-wide
consolidated local
telephone
service
that assigns
organizational
responsibilities
and contains
implementing
guidelines,
procedures,
and/or
standards.
In the interim,
GAO recommends that the
Secretary
of Defense clarify
and strengthen
the role of the Defense Metropolitan
Area
Telephone
Service
Director.
The Secretary
should
(1) make the Director’s
position
independent
of local
military
command cohtrol
to preclude
conflict
of interest,
(2)
define
the Director’s
responsibilities
and
authority
over other military
department
and civil
subscribers
of the system,
and
(3) structure
the position
and supporting
staff
resources
consistent
with potential
Government-wide
metropolitan
area consolidation situations.
GAO further
the Army:

recommends

--Devote
the necessary
the design deficiencies

that

the

resources
at St.

Secretary
to correct
Louis.

of

--Provide
the Director
of the St. Louis system
with an operating
charter,
either
under the
Defense Metropolitan
Area Telephone
Service
program or independently,
which is consistent
with the system's
technology
and the community
1'
of interest
being serviced
by the system.
(See pp. 18 and 19.)
.,'
AGENCY COMMENTS
GSA agrees with GAO's findings,
conclusions,
and recommendations
and states
that it is
negotiating
with DOD for an agreement
on
Government
Metropolitan
Area Telephone
Systems.
GAO believes
that the Government-wide
concept
(See p. 19
is a step in the right
direction.
and app. I.)
OMB agrees that
(1) economic and operational
benefits
could be achieved
by consolidating
and modernizing
the Government's
local
telephone
services,
(2) lessons
learned
in
St. Louis should be applied,
as appropriate,
in future
consolidation
programs,
and (3)
more attention
should be directed
to all
aspects
of Government
telephone
equipment
and service
management to achieve
and maintain economies.
(See p. 19 and app. II.)
DOD states
that GAO's draft
report
did not
adequately
recognize
the chaotic
conditions
occasioned
by relocating
a major subscriber
involved
in the St. Louis modernization
and limitations
on the telephone
company's
capabilities
at that time.
DOD also states
the report
should give greater
recognition
to certain
actions
taken or in process
to
correct
the problems
noted at St. Louis,
as well as to ensure effective
and uniform
management of telephone
consolidations
DODwide.
Where necessary
has been revised
factors
affecting
St. Louis.
GAO
actions
taken or

and appropriate,
this report
to more clearly
present
the modernization
at
recognizes
and applauds
the
being taken on many of the
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deficiencies
noted at St. Louis.
GAO be1 ieves
that
if the management
actions
underway
incorporate
the principles
and concepts
recommended
in this
report,
repetition
of deficiencies
noted at St. Louis will
be avoided
in future
consolidations.
(See p. 20 and app. III.)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Today's
technology
enhances
the benefits
of consolidated
A well
conceived
and properly
managed
telephone
systems.
serving
a community
of interest
consolidated
telephone
system,
can provide
cost savings
and
in a qiven
geographic
area,
operational
benefits
when compared
to small
independent
sysa poorly
designed
and improperly
managed
tems . Conversely,
consolidated
telephone
system
can be ineffective
and costly
to operate.
The General
Services
Administration
(GSA) has adopted
the
consolidation
concept
to serve
Federal
civil
activities
in
many metropolitan
areas.
The Department
of Defense
(DOD) has
only two consolidated
metropolitan
area systems
in operation.
DOD has established
a long-range
proqram--Defense
Metropolitan
Area Telephone
Systems
(DMATS) --to
develop
consolidated
local
telephone
systems
for its activities
in other
metropolitan
areas.
Discussions
between
DOD and GSA are underway
on a program--Government
Metropolitan
Area Telephone
Systems
(GMATS)-to create
Government-wide
consolidated
systems
in metropolitan
areas.
DOD's experience
with
consolidated
metropolitan
area telephone systems
is limited
to the Defense
Telephone
Service,
Washinyton,
D.C.
(DTS-W),
and the Defense
Telephone
Service,
St. Louis,
Missouri
(DTS-STL).
DTS-W, which
is unique
in size
and complexity,
provides
most of its service
to military
users.
Conversely,
DTS-STL as modernized
in 1979,
is generally
comparable in size,
technology,
and physical
complexity
to that
contemplated
for many DMATS locations.
DTS-STL provides
service
to a growing
number of civil
activities.
These civil
activities
receive
telephone
service
from DTS-STL,
rather
than from the
GSA consolidated
system
in St. Louis,
because
of their
proximity
to DTS-STL switch
locations.
of

This report
the modernized

TECHNOLOGICAL

deals
with
DTS-STL.

the

planning,

design,

and management

ADVANCES

Tectlnoloyical
advances
have created
changes
in local
and long-distance
telephone
operations
from operator-assisted
connection
to automatic
connection
(proqramed
electronic
switches
requiring
operator
assistance
only for exceptions)

1

of circuits
for completing
telephone
calls.
With this
*multiple
switching
locations
can be consolidated,
technology,
using centralized
attendant
service --staffed
operator
consoles
are installed
at a single
location
to provide
assistance
to
all
switching
locations.
At the sane time,
some service
features
have been added to increase
the user’s
capabilities.
Special
computer-controlled
equipment
is available
which
can monitor
all available
outgoing
circuits
of a system
and
route
each call
over the least
expensive
availautomatically
able
circuit.
Denial
of toll
circuits
to selected
users
can
be incorpora
ted,
and queuing
(the ability
to “stack”
calls
Thus,
properly
until
a circuit
is available)
can be used.
special
equipment
of this
nature
can effectively
programed,
capabilities.
prevent
user abuse or misuse of the system’s
In conjunction
with
or independent
of the least
cost
other
specialized
equipnent
can be used to
routing
device,
The inforrecord
and detail
all outgoing
telephone
calls.
mation
usually
consists
of the time,
date,
duration,
origin,
and cost of each call,
but not the actual
destination,
routing,
conversation.
Information
recorded
can be used to analyze
call
evaluate
circuit
use, determine
cost benefits
of
patterns,
and prepare
customer
billings.
alternative
services,
OUR PRIOR REPORT
“Economic
and Operational
Benefits
in
In our report,
Local Telephone
Services
Can Be Achieved
Through
Governmentwe discussed
wide Consolidation”
(LCD-80-9,
Nov. 14, 1979),
weaknesses
in the Government’s
management
of its
increasingly
We dernonexpensive
and growing
telecommunications
activities.
strated
that
costs
for continued
operation
of individual
agency
telephone
systems
were higher
when compared
to the cost of
Government-wide
consolidated
systems
in metropolitan
areas.
We demonstrated
that
further
economic
and operational
benefits
could
be achieved
through
Government-wide
consolidation
at
even though
GSA and DOD operated
separate
St. Louis,
Missouri,
consolidated
telephone
systems
there.
Our recommendations
to the Director,
Office
of Management
included
the development
and promulgation
of
and Budget
(OMB),
policy
for a local
telephone
service
program
that
(1) required
where economically
and operaconsolidation
and modernization,
tionally
beneficial,
on a coordinated
Government-wide
basis,
(2) assigned
organizational
responsibilities
under the program,
(3) directed
development
of implementing
guidelines,
procedures,
and (4) defined
a reporting
system
for ,noniand/or
standards,
toring
the program’s
progress.

2
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OMB officials
had no immediate response to this
recommendation.
However, DOD officials
commented that a memorandum of understanding
would be negotiated
with GSA concerning
The program's
objective
establishment
of the GMATS program.
would be to achieve improved and economical
telephone
service
As of June 1980, the GMATS memoon a Government-wide
basis.
randum of understanding
had not been executed.

DMATS PROGRAM
RESPONSIBILITIES
A DOD directive
established
the DMATS program in FebruThe directive
defines
the policy,
responsibilities,
ary 1979.
and organizational
relationships
for the establishment
and
provisions
apply to all DOD
management of DMATS. Directive
components and other Government agencies the Secretary
of
Defense may approve.
The Assistant
Secretary
of Defense (Communications,
and Intelligence)
is responsible
for (1)
Command, Control,
providing
general policy
and guidance with respect
to the
establishment
and management of DMATS, (2) identifying
the
regional
areas to be considered
for DMATS and assigning
DOD
components to conduct appropriate
feasibility
studies
and
to implement and operate approved systems, and (3) reviewing
and approving
specific
implementation
plans for DMATS.
The Secretary
of a military
department
or the Director
of a DOD agency is responsible
for implementing
and operating
such responsibility
will
be assigned to
a DMATS. Normally,
the DOD component having the major telephone
requirements
in the area.
under the authority,
The selected
DMATS manager, operating
and
control
of
the
applicable
Secretary
or Director,
direction,
shall develop appropriate
documentation
for each DMATS implementing the intent
of the directive.
Four
DOD has identified
19 possible
DMATS locations.
DMATS have been approved--Boston
(Army), San Diego (Navy),
A fifth
possible
Norfolk
(Navy), and Dayton (Air Force).
The
DMATS, which is currently
under study,
is Oahu (Navy).
contract
award for Boston is scheduled
for August 1980. L/

~ i/GSA currently
operates
a consolidated
Boston serving
civil
activities.

telephone

system

in

3
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The Dayton installation
is funded for fiscal
year 1981; San
Diego and Norfolk
are scheduled for funding
in fiscal
year
1982, while Oahu is scheduled for funding
in fiscal
year 1983.
DEFENSE TELEPHONE SERVICE, ST. LOUIS
DTS-STL,
rently
provides
125 Government
growing number
near military

created
in 1966 and operated
by the Army, curadministrative
telephone
service
to about
activities
(or subscribers).
It includes
a
(25) of civil
activities
with offices
on or
facilities
in the St. Louis metropolitan
area.

In April
1979 the Army modernized
DTS-STL and changed
the system layout to accommodate new switch locations
when
a major DOD component was relocated
in the city.
The local
telephone
company was unable to upgrade existing
switching
equipment consistent
with new requirements
generated
by the
relocation.
DTS-STL consists
of 7 switching
locations
and provides
service
to about 8,000 telephone
instruments,
about 5,000 station
numbers, and about 3,000 extensions
(of
which about 200 and 150, respectively,
are civil
agency
instruments).
The system costs about $4 million
annually,
including
DTS-STL overhead of about $450,000.
The 1979 modernization
added special
equipment to automatically
route outgoing
long-distance
calls
and record specific details
of calls
routed by this equipment.
The modernization was accomplished
under a noncompetitive
procurement
(lease)
from the local telephone
company.
The increased
cost
of the modernization
was to be offset
in part by reducing
personnel
requirements
(operators)
and long-distance
commercial toll
costs.
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
We made the review to determine
system design and operational
management deficiencies
at DTS-STL so that these deficiencies
might be avoided in the future
when consolidated
systems are created,
expanded, or modernized.
We made our review at DTS-STL from January through May
1980.
Our review included
analyses of the September 1979
operations-the latest
month's billings
processed by DTS-STL
when we began our review.
We analyzed computer tapes of commercial
toll
calls
provided
by the serving
telephone
company.
We also analyzed computer tapes from the least cost routing
and call recording
device to isolate
and identify
programing

4
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errors
in the routing
device
and abuse of the call
recording
equipment.
We tested
subsequent
monthly
billing-call
record
data
(through
April
1980) to confirm
continued
existence
of
system
faults
and abuses.
At
concerning
ment and
selected
telephone
ment and

DTS-STL we interviewed
management
and examined
records
creation
of the 1966 system
and the subsequent
equipWe provided
management
with
management
evolution.
computer
analyses
to facilitate
interaction
with
the
company concerning
modifications
to the system
equipbilling
corrections.

Discussions
were also held with
officials
and other
responsible
personnel
of the Office
of the Secretary
of Defense,
OMB,
GSA, DTS-W, certain
DTS-STL subscribers,
Department
of the Army
Communications
Command, and the local
‘telephone
company.

5
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CHAPTER 2
INADEQUATE

PLANNING

DESIGN OF DTS-STL

AND

MODERNIZATION

Consolidated
local
telephone
systems
provide
service
to
local
areas and access
to various
long-distance
services.
Good system
planning
and design
can result
in better
service
and reduced
costs.
Inadequate
planning
and design
of the DTS-STL modernization
has caused operating
costs
to increase
and has created
These deficiencies
might
have
additional
management
problems.
if the Army had adequately
been avoided,
or at least
mitigated,
considered
the system design
and operational
experience
of
DTS-W, where modern equipment
was added in early
1978.
DTS-STL

SERVICES

DTS-STL provides
local
telephone
service
and access
to
long-distance
service.
The long-distance
service
includes
services
described
generally
as follows:
--Foreiqn
exchange
(FX)--Sixteen
circuits
are leased
for
a fixed
charge
24 hours a day,
7 days a week between
cities
which permit
toll-free
calls
between
certain
An exchange
is a specified
exchanges
in those cities.
area;
exchanges
are identified
by the first
three
digits
of the seven digit
number assigned
to a telephone.
--Outward
Wide Area Telecommunications
Service
(OUT-WATS)-Thirty-two
circuits
are leased
for outward
calling
only
which-permit
toll-free
calls
to other
public
exchanges.
DTS-STL’s
interstate
OUT-WATS circuits
are Band 5, which
permit
calls
to all public
exchanges
in the continental
United
States.
The mix of OUT-WATS circuits
is as follows:
--Two
intrastate
full-period
measured
circuits.
L/
--Eleven
interstate
measured
circuits.

full-period

circuits
circuits

and

three

intrastate

and 16 interstate

l-/Full-period
means 240 hours a month and measured
means 10
The charge
for these periods
of use
hours
a month use.
is fixed
and overtime
is charged
on a reduced
cost basis.

6

--Commercial
toll
service-Connection
which permits
calls
to any public
with
a toll
charge
for each call.

to the
exchange

public
network
(worldwide)

--Federal
Telecommunications
System
(FTS)--GSA's
leased
voice
network,
which
is Interoperable
with
public
telephone services,
was established
to provide
communications
services
for the Federal
Government.
--Automatic
Voice Network
(AUTOVON)--DOD's
worldwide
voice
network
which permits
toll-free
calls
to any
telephone
in the network.
dictates
that
outgoing
calls
be routed
by
means and that
accurate
records
of usage
be made available.
Equipment
is available
from various
manufacturers
to perform
the "least
cost routing"
and "call
recording" functions
automatically.
Since the least
cost
routing
equipment
has been developed
for commercial
users,
available
equipment
readily
provides
routing
for FX, OUT-WATS, and commercial
toll
services.
We know of no equipment
which provides
least
cost
routing
of FTS or AUTOVON in a routing
scheme.
Call
recording
equipment
is widely
available
to record
calls
of all
types
of service.
the

Good
least

planning
expensive

Generally,
it is most economical
to use services
available
at a fixed
cost and then services
which
incur
a toll
charge
or
surcharge
for each call.
Thus, generally,
the least
cost routing
should
follow
the sequence
of FX, full-period
OUT-WATS, measured
OUT-WATS, and then commercial
toll
service.
SYSTEM DESIGN NOT COMPATIBLE
WITH LEAST COST ROUTING
The modernization
of DTS-STL included
least
cost routing
equipment.
However,
the ability
to arbitrarily
bypass
the
equipment
defeated
its purpose
and resulted
in.additional
costs
rather
than savings.
The Army's
economic
analysis
of the modernization
projected
a 15-percent
savings
in commercial
toll
costs
and a 15-percent
savings
in OUT-WATS costs.
Our analyses
revealed
a 27-percent
increase
In commercial
toll
costs
and a 7-percent
increase
in
OUT-WATS costs
for the first
6 months of operation
after
the
device
was installed
compared
to the preceding
6 months.
Neither
tariffs
nor the number of system
users materially
increased
during
the comparative
periods.

The failure
of the least
anticipated
savings
was partly
flaw and errors
in programing
System

design

cost routing
device
to
due to a basic
system
the device.

produce
design

flaw

The DTS-STL has a basic
system
design
flaw
in that
users
have the option
of either
going
through
the least
cost
routing
Conversely,
device
or directly
dialing
commercial
toll
service.
the DTS-W is designed
so that
users
cannot
bypass
the device.
If commercial
toll
service
is required
(restricted
to emergency
the call
must
be placed
through
a DTS-W operator.
situations),
the purpose
of the device--to
route
calls
by the
Thus,
least
costly
means --was
defeated
by the basic
system
design
flaw at DTS-STL.
As a measure
of the effectiveness
of the
two systems,
DTS-W incurs
about $15,000
a year for commercial
telephones
compared
to about
toll
calls
placed
from system
DTS-w serves
10 times as
$160,000
at DTS-STL-- even though
many users.
Device

prOgrdming

errors

The least
cost
routing
device
at DTS-STL contained
several
For example,
the device
was supposed
basic
programing
errors.
to be programed
to eliminate
the possibility
of routing
calls
We found the programing
did,
in
via commercial
toll
service.
permit
calls
via commercial
toll
service
to certain
fact,
States
and locations
outside
the continental
United
States.
The situation
remained
undetected
for 7 months after
the modernization.
We advised
the Director,
DTS-STL,
of this
matter
on October
26, 1979, a cost settlement
was negotiated
with
and the device
was reprothe telephone
company in November,
gramed effective
December
1, 1979.
The device
was also supposed
to include
all distant
telephone
exchanges
accessible
by Government-leased
FX cirWe found that
363 exchanges
in the Washington,
D.C.
cuits.
area had not been included
because
the Director,
DTS-STL,
During
had failed
to properly
advise
the telephone
company.
September
1979, about
2,000 calls,
valued
at about
$3,000,
were routed
using
higher
cost services
(commercial
toll
or
measured
WATS), whereas
FX circuits
were available
and could
have been used without
any additional
charge
to the Government.
We found that
this
situation
existed
from the beginning
of the DTS-STL modernization
in April
1979 until
April
1980,
when we brought
it to the attention
of the Director
and corrective
action
was taken.
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--IEJADEQUATE PLANNING E'OR
-CALL HECORDIIJG EQUIPMENT
Equipment
to record
each call
processed
by the least
cost
routing
device
was included
in the DTS-STL modernization.
Information
produced
by this
equipment
was used to bill
subInadequate
planning
scribers
for part
of the services
provided.
for use of call
recording
equipment
has resulted
in inaccurate
recording
and problems
in administration
and billing,
The call
recording
equipment
used at DTS-STL could only
record
calling
station
numbers
accessing
the switch
where
the recording
equipment
was located.
The one recording
device
used was located
at the primary
switch
which served
about
40 percent
ot the DTS-STL stations.
To capture
the calling
station
number from users
serviced
by the six secondary
switch
locations,
the secontiary
location
users were required
to incluae
the last
four
digits
of their
station
number in
the dialing
sequence.
Thus, about
60 percent
of the stations
(users)
were on the "honor"
system
since
the equipment
could
not discern
the validity
of the calling
station
number.

In contrast,
DTS-W has call
recording
equipment
at everyone of its
21 switching
locations,
and information
is sensed
and recorded
automatically
on all outgoing
calls.
Army officDTS-STL had not
ials
responsible
for planning
and designing
contacted
CTS-W officials
to gain their
experience.
In our
analysis
of calls
made during
September
1979, one of every
nine OUT-WATS calls-valued
at about
$4,800--was
recorded
as being
from nonexistent
station
numbers or from stations
that
were supposed
to have no outcalling
capability
(intrasystem
station
calling
only).
DTS-STL received
numerous
complaints
from subscribers
regarding
OUT-WATS calls
charged
to their
accounts
which
they maintained
were not placed
by
their
personnel.
These problems
caused additional
billing
and aaministrative
problems
and, eventually,
the contested
costs
were absorbea
in the overhead
rate
and passed on to
all
subscribers.
At the time of the DTS-STL modernization,
the
company could
only provide
call
recording
equipment
primary
switch.
Shortly
thereafter,
however,
such
was available
for use at secondary
switches,

telephone
at the
equipment

DTS-STL,
stated
an additional
In May 1980 the Director,
call
recording
device
would be installed
at one of the six
seconaary
switch
locations
serving
about
15 percent
of the
stations
in the system
(one major
subscriber).
The one-time
installation
cost would be about
$300 with
a $200 a month
recurring
charge.
After
the completion
of our site
work,
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resulting
in 60 percent
of the
some users were relocated,
Thus,
the
total
users
being
serviced
by the primary
switch.
calls
of 25 percent
of the system's
instruments
will
still
be on the honor system
and will
be subject
to the inaccuracies
and problems
noted above.

In January
1980, we advised
DOD and Army officials
of, our
initial
findings
concerning
system
design
deficiencies
at
DTS-STL and the potential
implications
for future
DMATS
operations.
Army officials
responsible
for developing
the
DMATS-Boston
were generally
unaware
of the details
of the
DTS-STL system
design
and special
equipment
problems.
These
officials
stated
staff
was concentrating
on successful
implementation
of the Boston
system,
and they were unable
to immediately
deal with
the St. Louis organizational
and system design
problems.
~

As discussed
in the next chapter,
the Director,
DTS-STL,
was uncertain
of his authority
to make changes
in the system's
no attempt
was made to
long-distance
services.
Consequently,
analyze
the cost effectiveness
of services
provided
or to
good
telephone
usage discipline
on system
users.
enforce
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CHAPTER 3
INEFFECTIVE

MANAGEMENT

WASTES RESOURCES AT DTS-STL
Consolidated
telephone
systems
using modern technology
need a high degree
of management
control
in order
to fully
Management
of a conrealize
cost
and operational
benefits.
solidated
telephone
system must have clear
authority
to be
allowed
to function
free of parochial
influences,
to be
allowed
to exercise
professional
judgment
as to the cost
effectiveness
of services
provided,
and, ultimately,
to be
The Director,
held accountable
for total
system operations.
DTS-STL,
enjoys
none of these management
prerogatives.
In contrast
I DTS-W is
thus
Secretary
of Defense,
single-point
accountability
from parochial
interests.

chartered
by the Office
of the
assuring
the system Director
a
and a degree
of independence

DTS-STL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
AND DIRECTOR’S
RESPONSIBILITIES
The Army’s
executive
agency for DTS-STL is the Department of the Army Readiness
Command (DARCOM), with
the Army’s
Communications
Command (USACC) designated
as the operating
agency.
The Director,
DTS-STL,
concurrently
holds
the staff
position
as Communications-Electronics
officer
for two DARCOM
elements
in St. Louis
(the principal
subscribers
to DTS-STL),
and is also the Commanding
Officer
of the USACC Agency--St.
Louis.
Since the Director
I s authority
derives
from the
Department
of the Army, his authority
to deal with
non-Army
system
subscribers
is uncertain
and is subject
to challenge.
Accordingly,
the Director’s
responsibility
is generally
limited
to that
of a financial
manager
who serves
as the
intermediary
between
subscribers
and the local
telephone
company.
Telephone
company’s
charges
for telephone
station
equipment,
commercial
toll
calls,
and dedicated
circuitry
are passed directly
to applicable
subscribers.
Telephone
company charges
for OUT-WATS are passed to subscribers
on
the basis
of minutes
of use.
General
and administrative
costs
are passed
to subscribers
on the basis
of telephone
instruments
in use.
Thus, a situation
is created
where
subscribers
can generally
obtain
any desired
service
or
telephone
equipment
(compatible
with
the DTS-STL system)
if they are willing
and able to pay for it,
regardless
of
cost effectiveness.
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NO
ANAI,YSI;S
-.-.11_..
-- I-_ OF' LONG-DISTANCE
C:IRCUlT
"- ------*-.-_- USAGE PERFORMED
Liven with
the system
design
faults
(see ch. 2), management
data was being produced
which could be used to identify
ttre inetficicnt
configuration
of the system's
long-distance
service
features
and the misuse of these service
features
t,y the subscribers.
The Director
cited
as reasons
for not
using
tlie
data,
lack of resources
and uncertain
authority,
to ctlange
system
service
features
and to enforce
cost-effective
telephone
discipline
on subscribers.
C,ommon-use
__._.--- ..----- WATS
l:'L'S-STL, pays about
$468,000
annually
for common-use
GUT-WATS services
which
is recovered
from subscribers
through
There
monthly
billings
on a cost per minute
of use basis.
ar.e generally
accepted
analyses
techniques
to determine
the
most effective
configuration
of WATS circuits
consistent
with
experienced
calling
patterns
and peak demands.
DTS-STL has 32 OUT-WATS circuits--27
the continental
United
States
and 5 for
State
of Missouri
only,

for
calling

calling
within

within
the

No analyses
had been made of the use of these commonuse circuits
in the past 2 years;
more importantly,
none had
Before
the modernibeen made since
the 1979 modernization.
zation,
all OUT-WATS circuits
were accessed
through
a Government operator,
but after
the modernization,
all OUT-WATS
calls
were electronically
connected
through
the least
cost
routing
device.
This significant
change in user access
to
WATS circuits
would dictate
reevaluation
of the service,
but
ttre number and type of WATS circuits
remained
the same as
before
the modernization,
The high ratio
of measured
versus
full-period
OUT-WATS
circuits
(19 versus
13, respectively)
and recurring
overtime
charges
on each of the 19 measured
circuits
indicate
an analysis is warranted.
The Director
stated
that,
after
the modernization,
the local
telephone
company would not provide
circuitby-circuit
usage data on OUT-WATS which he considered
necessary
using
total
overall
usage data profor the analysis.
However,
vided
by the telephone
company for September
1979, we found
that
the per minute
cost to use the 19 measured
OUT-WATS circuits
was 59 percent
more than the per minute
cost to use the
13 full-period
OUT-WATS circuits.
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Subscriber

dedicated

WATS

One military
subscriber
to DTS-STL has 60 Inward-Only
21 full
period
and 39 measured,
WATS (IN-WATS)
circuits-These circuits
are dedicated
costing
about
$525,000
a year.
to the exclusive
use of the subscriber
who pays the full
cost
DTS-STL management
contends
it has no authorof the circuits.
ity
to question
the cost effectiveness
of these circuits
since
they are not part
of the common-use
facilities
of DTSSTL.
The subscriber
advised
us it did not have the capability
to perform
an economic
analysis
of these circuits
because
We then asked
of the lack of circuit-by-circuit
usage data.
the Army’s
7th Signal
Command to analyze
telephone
company
data.
Using statistical
traffic
tables
to estimate
usage
on individual
circuits,
the Army concluded
that
15 of the 39
In fact,
measured
IN-WATS circuits
were not cost effective.
4 circuits
had no usage at all
for the entire
month tested.
The cost of these
15 circuits
was about
$44,000
a year.
We
notified
the subscriber
of the analysis
results,
but no action had been taken at the time we completed
our review.
We noted another
situation
where a subscriber
had a
dedicated
measured
IN-WATS circuit
that
was incurring
excessive overtime
charges.
The subscriber
agreed
to change to
full-period
service
rather
than measured
service,
which should
produce
a 52-percent
reduction
in cost or save about
$22,000
a year.
Common-use

FX circuits

Sixteen
FX circuits
are available
to DTS-STL subscribers
at a cost
to the Government
of about $73,000
a year.
These
circuits,
many of which have existed
for 10 years,
are paid
for by USACC, and the cost of the circuits
is not recovered
through
the DTS-STL billing
process.
Since these circuits
are not controlled
by DTS-STL,
no attempt
had been made by
DTS-STL to analyze
usage,
nor was there
any evidence
of any
recent
analysis
by USACC.
FX circuits
can be very cost
heavy demand (number
of calls)
to
metropolitan
area.
An FX circuit
area may provide
toll-free
access
changes
in that
area.
With heavy
less expensive
than commercial
toll.
calling
patterns
can establish
the
circuits
and the need for additional
volume calling
areas.
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effective
if there
is a
a specific
location
or
to a major metropolitan
to hundreds
of local
exdemand,
such circuits
are
Ongoing
analyses
of
economies
of existing
FX
circuits
to other
high-

Our examination
of September
1979 FX circuit
usage showed
It. was extremely
small
except
for three
FX circuits
to a nearby,
We found numerous
commercial
primarily
residential
locale,
toll
calls
had been placed
to exchanges
serviced
by the other
13 EX circuits.
These commercial
toll
calls
might
have been
placed
partly
due to the fact
users
could make direct
toll
calls
without
trying
the FX circuits
and, as stated
in chapter
accessible
by FX circuits
were omitted
from
2, many exchanges
the least
cost routing
device
programing.
$ONTROL OVER CREDIT
CARDS NOT EFFECTIVE
Tile management
of DTS-STL does not question
the need for,
credit
cards which local
telephone
comnor subsequent
use of,
Army regulations
state
panies
issue
to DTS-STL subscribers.
that
applicable
Communications-Electronics
officers--which
in
this
case is the Director,
DTS-STL--must
(1) approve
issuance
of credit
cards,
(2) maintain
records,
and (3) obtain
certifications
that
charges
against
the credit
cards
are for official
purposes.
Army regulations
further
provide
that
justifications
for credit
cards must be in writing
and that
the cards
are to
be used for official
purposes
only when the holder
is away
from his/her
duty
station
and when access
to a Government
system
is not available.
The Director,
DTS-STL,
was uncertain
of his authority
to challenge
requests
for credit
cards,
particularly
from
subscribers
who were his military
superiors
or who were not
subject
to Army regulations
(that
is, other
military
services
DTS-STL management
provided
us a
and civilian
agencies).
listing
of 99 credit
card holders,
but doubts
were raised
We later
obtained
a listing
from
concerning
its validity.
the local
telephone
company which showed that
138 credit
cards
We examinea
the
hcid been issued
to individual
system
users,
telephone
company's
record
of DTS-STL credit
cards
and found
that
four different
cards
had been issued
to one.named
Army
officer
and one had been issued
to an individual
who had been
retired
for over a year.
As a further
indication
of the lack of credit
card control,
during
our review,
a civil
agency served
by KITS-STL
submitted
a request
to DTS-STL for 30 credit
cards.
Although
no justification
was given,
DTS-STL passed the request
to
the telephone
company without
comment.
The telephone
company
Had this
civil
then issuea
the cards directly
to the agency.
agency been served
by the St. Louis GSA consolidated
telephone
system,
the credit
card request
would have been denied
by GSA.
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In January
1980, the St. Louis GSA consolidated
system
manager
canceled
all credit
cards
for its
system
subscribers.
GSA advised
subscribers
that
official
calls
from private
residences
should
be dialed
direct,
and a claim
for reimbursement
If a call
is
should
be made against
the employee's
agency.
placed
from a temporary
residence,
the hotel/motel
operator
should
be used and the call
should
be placed
collect
(to the
employee's
office)
or charged
as a third-number
call
against
the employee's
office
telephone
number.
Army regulations
should
be used instead
state
essentially
the same procedures
of credit
cards.
In our analysis
of September
1979 commercial
toll
calls,
we noted numerous
credit
card calls
had been made from distant
cities
to private
residences
in the St. Louis
area.
Some of
these
calls,
usually
made during
the evening
hours,
had been
made to credit
card holders'
residences.
We did not pursue
this
matter
since
only through
personal
interrogation
could
it be established
who placed
the call
and the nature
of the
call.
However,
we did refer
the matter
to local
military
investigative
personnel.
At our request,
DTS-STL management
began a program
to confirm
the identity
of the Government
employees
holding
the 138 credit
cards.
DOD officials
Also,
advised
us that
other
steps
have been taken
to improve
control
over credit
cards,
COMMERCIAL TOLL
USAGE NOT ANALYZED
Army regulations
specify
long-distance
calls
should
be
placed
over Government
circuits
unless
urgency
will
not permit
waiting
for such Government
circuits.
In September
1979,
14 percent
of all
DTS-STL commercial
operator-assisted
calls
were placed
from local
St. Louis
area telephone
exchanges
(other
than DTS-STL).
These callers
had toll-free
access
to
the DTS-STL operator
for connection
to AUTOVON, FX circuits,
and WATS circuits.
The DTS-STL operators
are on duty 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
Recognizing
that
an urgency
might
require
use of commercial
toll
calling
during
normal
working
hours when Government
circuits
are busiest,
we found over 6,000 minutes
of commercial
toll
calls,
costing
about
$1,100
for September
1979, had been
made by DTS-STL
users
after
normal
working
hours.
We contacted
one significant
commercial-toll
call
user and found that
many
of these after-working-hours
calls
hao been made to transmit
data to computer
sites.
The user said in the past
the DTS-STL
operators
manually
controlled
access
to OUT-WATS circuits
and
frequently
disconnected
the circuit
while
transmissions
were
in process,
Thereafter,
data transmissions
were made on
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The
commercial
toll
circuits
to insure
continuous
connections.
following
the April
1979 modernizauser was not aware that,
tion,
connections
to OUT-WATS circuits
(through
the least
cost
routing
device)
were automatic
and not subject
to arbiAfter
discussing
the matter,
the user
trary
disconnection.
agreed
to use OUT-WATS in lieu
of higher
cost commercial
toll.
common-use
OUT-WATS circuits
Since
the 11 full-period,
about 64,000
minutes
of unused capacity
in September
1979,
we
believe
that
the cost
for the 6,000 minutes
of commercial
tolls
could
be eliminated
at an annual
savings
of about $13,200.

had

The law requires
that
all long-distance
commercial
toll
third
number)
by a Government
calls
(credit
card,
collect,
DTSemployee
be certified
as being
for official
purposes.
STL provides
each subscriber,
for certification,
a listing
of all
commercial
toll
calls
charged
to the subscriber's
station
numbers each month.
During
our test
month,
we found
73 subscribers
had incurred
commercial
toll
charges;
yet only
These 19 billing
accounts
19 had executed
the certifications.
represented
about
10 percent
of the month's
commercial
toll
Charges
for DTS-STL.
The Director,
DTS-STL,
said obtaining
He had estabthe certifications
was a continuous
problem.
where it was presumed
the calls
lished
local
procedures,
were certified
as official
if the subscriber
did not take
exception
to the billing
within
15 days of receipt.
DOD officials
advised
us that
ciateu
with
the DTS-STL modernization
a major
subscriber
precluded
proper
commercial
toll
usage.

the

heavy workload
and the relocation
management
analysis

assoof
of

SUBSCRIBER'S
TELEPHONE STATION
EQUIPMENT NOT EVALUATED
I

Complicated
tariffs
and rapidly
changing
technology
make it essential
that
telephone
system
users be constantly
aware of telephone
station
equipment
costs
and be advised
by system management
of cost-effective
equipment
and circuit
configurations,
The telephone
company proposal
for the 1979 modernization
of DTS-STL anticipated
a minimum 5-percent
reduction
in existing pushbutton
telephone
instruments,
or a savings
of about
$32,000
a year.
The elimination
of such instruments
would be
possible
b ecause of the added station
features
under the modernization.
However,
when the system was modernized,
virtually
all
instruments
were merely
changed
from rotary
to touchtone
dialing
(pushbuttons
retained).
No station
equipment
surveys
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were conducted
by the Army or DTS-STL management
before
the
modernization,
and none has been performed
since.
DTS-STL
management
recognizes
that
station
equipment
surveys
are
needed,
but contends
it lacks
the personnel
to make such
surveys.
DTS-STL management
is also uncertain
of its
authority
to act on survey
results.
We selected
one non-Army
subscriber
for detailed
telephone equipment
analyses.
During
our examination,
the subscriber
decided
to redesign
its
telephone
equipment
configuration.
As a result,
41-percent
reduction,
or about
$2,400
a year,
occurred
in telephone
equipment
cost.
This subscriber
was a relatively
small
activity
compared
to the other
DTS-STL
subscribers.
After
our site
work was completed,
a major
subscriber
conducted
a survey
of station
equipment
which we were
advised
would result
in annual
savings
of $100,000.

The Army stated
the DMATS management
plan under development will
be applied
to DTS-STL as well
as DMATS-Boston.
The
Army believes
this
plan will
provide
overall
management
improvements.
However,
we believe
the DMATS management
plan must deal
with
intermilitary
department
issues
and must also recognize
the inclusion
of civil
agency subscribers
to provide
effective
Government-wide
management,
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS
--~~
Anticipated
operational
and cost benefits
of the DTS-STL
modernization
were lost,
or at least
diminished,
because
of inIn our opinion,
adequate
planning
and system design
problems.
the Army failea
to consider
experience
at DTS-W which could
have mitigated
the system
design
problems
and the improper
use of special
equipment
items
installed
at DTS-STL during
the 1979 modernization.
The Director,
DTS-STL,
lacks
clear
authority
to operate
the system
in a manner most cost effective
to the Government,
and generally,
is unable
to control
abuse
and misuse
of the
The Director
did
of the system
facilities
by subscribers.
system
operational
results
to identify
correctable
not analyze
deficiencies
in the special
equipment
devices
and did not
advise
subscribers
of telephone
usage disciplines
that
could
reduce
costs.
The DMATS program
presents
an excellent
opportunity
for
eliminate
inefficient
independent
military
telephone
However,
the increased
sophisin metropolitan
areas.
tication
and high costs
of modernized
telephone
facilities
abuse
require
a new style
of management
to control
potential
and misuse
of the facilities
which can be used by both military
and civil
agency users.

DOD to
systems

In our opinion,
DTS-STL in particular,
and the DMATS
program
in general,
exemplifies
the continuing
need for a
Government
policy
on consolidated
local
telephone
service.
GSA and DOD now operate
separate
consolidated
local
telephone
and soon will
have separate
consolidated
systems
in St, Louis,
We believe
our November
1979 recommendation
systems
in Boston.
to OMB regarding
development
of a Government
policy
for consolidated
local
telephone
service
remains
pertinent.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We reiterate
our prior
recommendations
to the Director,
OMB, particularly
with
regard
to development
of a policy
for con:;oliclated
local
telephone
service
that
(1) assigns
organizational
responsibilities
and (2) contains
implementing
guidelines,
procedures,
and/or
standards.
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In the interim,
we recommend
that
the Secretary
of Defense
clarify
and strengthen
the role
of the DMATS Director
to (1)
make the position
independent
of local
military
command control
(2) define
the DMATS Director's
to preclude
conflict
of interest,
responsibilities
and authority
over other
military
department
and
and (3) structure
the position
civil
subscribers
to the system,
and supporting
staff
resources
consistent
with
potential
Government-wide
metropolitan
area consolidation.
We further

recommend

--Devote
the
operating,

that

the

Secretary

of

necessary
resources
to correct
and management
deficiencies
of

the

Army:

the design,
DTS-STL.

--Provide
the DTS-STL Director
with
an operating
either
under DMATS or independently,
which
is
with
the system's
technology
and the community
being serviced
by the system.

charter,
consistent
of interest

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION
We requested
written
OMB, DOD, and GSA.

comments

on our

draft

report

from

GSA agreed
with
our
GSA's comments
are in appendix
I.
conclusions,
and recommendations.
GSA recognized
findings,
that
a strong
management
charter
was necessary
to control
the operational
integrity
and cost effectiveness
of consolGSA was negotiating
an agreement
idated
telephone
systems.
with
DOD on GMATS.
Mowever,
GSA stated
that
DOD did not
accept
the position
that
GSA was responsible
for management
oversight
of Federal
administrative
telephone
services.
Irrespective
of existing
law and interagency
agreements
which
fragment
responsibility
for Federal
administrative
we believe
it should
be possible
to
telephone
services,
develop
uniform
policy
and procedures
to encourage
metropolitan
area consolidated
telephone
systems
on a Governmentwide basis,
where technically
and economically
feasible.
The GMATS concept
is a step in the right
direction.
OMB's comments
are in appendix
(1) savings
and improved
operations
by consolidating
and modernizing
the
telephone
services,
(2) the lessons
should
be applied
as appropriate
to
undertaken
by the Federal
Government,
should
be directed
to all
aspects
of
equipment
and service
management
to
economies.
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II.
OMB agreed
that
could
be achieved
Government's
local
learned
in St. Louis
other
consolidations
and (3) more attention
Government
telephone
achieve
and maintain

DOD contended
that
DOD’s comments
are in appendix
III.
our draft
report
did not fairly
present
the situation
at the
time of the modernization
of CTS-STL nor the current
situation
because:
--The
telephone
company
service
at the time.

was unable

--The
workload
of assigned
staff
with
the modernization
and the
subscriber
precluded
appropriate
at the time.
--Corrective
identif

action

is

being

taken

to

provide

better

at DTS-STL associated
relocation
of a major
management
actions
on all

deficiencies

led.

DOC also contended
that
the military
departments
are jointly
working
on a detailed
DMATS management
document
which will
insure
a standarized
approach
based on good management
DOD contended
our auditors
were satisFurther,
principles.
fied
that
the only major
issue
remaining
at DTS-STL was the
question
of organization
and management
philosophy.
In
addition,
DOD said our auditors
indicated
full
satisfaction
that
the problems
at DTS-STL had been fully
and adequately
addressed
at DMATS-Boston
with
the possible
exception
of
COD’s management
approach.
Where necessary
and appropriate,
this
report
has been
revised
to recognize
telephone
company limitations,
the
chaotic
conditions
and increased
workload
occasioned
by
the modernization
and the relocation
of a major
subscriber,
and the actions
taken or being
taken after
our findings
We
were brought
to the attention
of cognizant
officials.
Nevertheless,
the fact
remains
that
applaud
such actions.
DOD officials
either
were unaware
of many of the deficiencies
or lacked
the authority
and resources
to take timely
corrective
actions.
Furthermore,
action
had not bee-n taken
to
resolve
the basic
system design
deficiency
whereby
users
have unrestricted
access
to commercial
toll
circuits.
Since the military
departments
are still
developing
the
detailed
DMATS management
document,
we have not reviewed
it.
However,
to preclude
repetition
of the deficiencies
noted
at CTS-STL in future
consolidations,
we believe,
as stated
in our recommendations
to the Secretary
of Defense,
that
the
DMATS Director
should
have the appropriate
responsibility,
authority,
and adequate
resources
consistent
with potential
Government-wide
metropolitan
area consolidation.
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with
the
We da not agree now, nor have we ever agreed,
concept
at DTS-STL whereby
users may indiscriminately
access commercial
toll
circuits
when prepaid
Government
Since
circuits
(AUTOVON, FTS, WATS, FX) are available.
negotiations
are continuing
with
vendors
for DMATS-Boston,
we have no basis
to assume
the system
will
preclude
recurrance
of the kinds
of design
and operational
problems
experienced
at DTS-STL.
system
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General
Services
Administration

u

Automated Data and
Telecommunications
Washington, DC 20405
Service

AUG !! 1 1960

Mr.
R. W. Gutmann
Director,
Logistics
and Communications
United States General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
DC 20548
Dear

Mr.

Division

Gutmann:

This is in response
to your July 28, 1980, request
for comments
on your draft report
on “Deficiencies
in the Modernization
of the
St, Louis Defense
Telephone
Service
Should Be Avoided
In Future
Consolidations”,
code 941194,
CIM-80-24.
We agree with
your report.

the findings,

conclusions,

and recommendations

in

The General
Services
Administration
(GSA) has been operating
consolidated
telephone
systems
for more than twenty years.
Presently,
ADTS is operating
and/or
managing
more than 260 consolidated
fullservice
telephone
systems
in the United States and Arerto
Rico.
we have recognized
for some time that a
Because
of our experience,
strong
charter
is necessary
to control
the operational
integrity
and
cost effectiveness
of the services
being provided.
The GSA is proceeding
cautiously
in developing
an agreement
with
the Department
of Defense
(DOD) on Government
Metropolitan
Area
Telephone
Systems
(GMATS).
A draft agreement
was provided
to
DOD in May 1980, and subsequently
revised
in June 1980.
Within
the draft agreement
we require
a single manager
and identify
policies.
At this time,
DOD has not agreed with GSA’s position
that
we are responsible
for management
oversight
of administrative
telephone
service
in the United States.
The GSA will hold the draft
agreement
in abeyance
and attempt
to reach an agreement
with
DOD to conduct studies
to collect
the necessary
data to determine
more
specifically
the economic
and operational
advantages
of very
There are certain
economies
of scale - proporlarge consolidations.
and size of the consolidations
tional
to system
size - but the savings
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Changes in technology
are raising
the economical
are not infinite.
upper limits
on system size, and the number of individual
locations
Once we analyze
that may be included in a single consolidation.
the data, DOD and GSA will be in a better position
to negotiate
an
agreement
with more meaningful
policies,
guidelines,
and objectives.
Thank you for this opportunity
to comment
on your draft report,
Should you have any questions
or require
additional
information,
please contact Mr. Donald E. Scott, Program
Manager,
Competitive
Procurement
of Telecommunications
Program,
on 472-4232.
Sincerely,

RANK

J. CARR
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EXECUTIVE
OFFICE

OFFICE

OF THE PRESIDENT

OF MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON.

D.C.

AND

BUDGET

20503

Mr. William
J. Anderson
Director,
General Governnent
Division
United States
General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C. 20548
Dear

Mr.

Anderson:

We appreciate
having an opportunity
to review your draft
"Deficiencies
in the Modernization
of the St. Louis
report,
Defense Telephone
Service
Should Be Avoided in Future
The deficiencies
Consolidations,"
Code 941194, CIM-80-24.
which you have noted in the St. Louis telephone
service
should certainly
be examined with a view toward improvinq
the economy and effectiveness
of this
system.
The lessons
as appropriate
to
learned
in St. Louis should be applied
other
local
telephone
service
consolidation
programs
undertaken by the Federal
Government.
generally
agrees that savings
and improved
operations
can be achieved
by consolidating
and modernizing
the
However,
we believe
Government's
local
telephone
services.
that more attention
should be directed
to all aspects
of
government
telephone
equipment
and service
management in
We believe
that
order to achieve
and maintain
economies.
the guidance
given to agencies
to improve their
telecommunications
management programs with support
provided
by
OMB to GSA to carry out its responsibilities
in this area
is the best way to achieve
overall
effective
management of
telecommunications.
OMB

Sincerely,

Jim J. Tozzi
Assistant
Director
for
Regulatory
and Information
Policy
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OFFICE

OF THE

ASSISTANT

SECRETARY

WASHINGTON.

O.C.

AND

OF DEFENSE

20301

September

COMMUNICATIONS.
COMMAND.

III

17,

1980

CONTROL.

INTELLIQENCL

Mr. B. W. Cut-,
Director
Logistics
and Comunicetionr
Division
U. S. General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C. 20548
Debr

Hr.

Gutmbnn:

Thie is in reply
to your letter
to the Secretary
of Defense
regarding
report
dated July 28, 1980 on “Deficiencies
in the Wodernyour draft
is&ion
of the St. Louis Defame Telephone Service Should be Avoided
in Future
Consolidations”
(GAO Code 941194)
(08D Case #5496).
The draft
situation
upgraded.
ryrtem

report
fails
under which
As a result,
damign

to present
meny pertinent
facts
Defense
Telephone
Service
(DTS)
we believe
that
the conclusions
and management
are misconceived.

Contrary
to the draft
report
of Juuo 25, 1980 CAD agreed
question
of organization
and
this
and other
metlngs,
the
DHATS-Boston
wore discussed
thet the problems
raised
in
addresoed
with the possible

regarding
the
- St. Louis was
of inadequate

findings,
in a joint
OSD/Army/CAO
meeting
that
the only major
issue concerned
the
msnagement
philosophy.
Additionally,
in
technical
and managemsnt
approaches
on
in detail,
snd CA0 indicated
full
satisfaction
the draft
report
had been fully
and adequately
exception
of DoD’s msnageomnt
approach.

It

is our contention
that,
under the circumstances,
the Army did the beet
possible
for DTS-St.
Louis.
In this
regard,
the telephone
company was
unable
to provide
better
service
at that
time.
Also,
the audit
itself
wae
untimsly
coming only 6 months after
the Initiation
of a msjor
mission
reconfigurstion
which
included
many problems
beyond the control
of the
telecomuniicator.
Enclosure
1, which provides
a detailed
description
of
the DTS-St.
Louia
project
from its inception,
clearly
depicts
the site
problems
and the rhortcomings
of the telephone
company offerings.
CA0
was well
aware of these circumstances;
yet,
the report
fails
to point
up
these key considerations.
job

Since the
have been
addrorser
directive,

inception
of DWATS, all
technical
shortcomings
cited
in the report
considered.
From the management
standpoint,
DoD Directive
4640.5
the DMATS management
matter
In some detail.
In developing
this
we took special
pains to insure
that
the manager
has proper
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authority
u&d the necu8ary
tool8
to terry out the job. Since a DOD
th8 military
dapattlarata
are
diroctiva
ia be8icelly
a policy
document,
jointly
working
on a dotailod
DHATS maaagemant docuunt
which vi11 in8ur8
8 rturd8rdimd
maagennt
8pproach bared on good m8nrrg8mnt
principles.
The roaulta
of thir effort
will
be ready in sufficient
time for u8e in
Theme mm8 procedure8
till
apply to
the implewntation
of DMATg-bornton.
DTS-St.
Loui.
which ir rubjoct
to the DMATS directive.
contention
that the draft
report
doe8 not reprereat
the
or the current
etatub
at MS-St.
Loui.8,
and it fail8
to recognize
tht
DCUTS pluming
he8 8ccount.d
for all the rprtem
diecrepancie8
It f8 rocomwnded
that the draft
report
be withdrawn
df8cur8ed
therein.
8lnce It will
mi8lead
the ruder8
and 8erve ao constructive
purpose.
It

ir

DoD’o

l ituetion

tnclo8ure

2 provider

l dditlonal

rpecific

cmmaat8.

(See GAO note.)

Sincerely,

Euclorure

2

a/8

GAO note:

Our final report has been modified where
appropriate
to deal with DOD's specific
comments, and their thrust has been summarized
in DOD's letter
and its enclosure I. Therefore, enclosure 2 has been omitted from the
report.
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SUNMARY OF ACTIONS
DTS-ST.

(1977-1980)

LOUIS

Ae e ra8uJ.t of projact
“STEADFAST”(a
1973 study to realign
the U.S. Army).
a plen we8 developed
to raorganira
and relocate
major Army elmente
in tha
St. Loui
lutropolitm
ara4, nacenaitating
eignificant
alteration9
to
buildinp8
within
the 4300 Goodfellow
complex.
In Auguet
1977, Congreeo
approved
funding
for the plan which called
for the relocation
of approximetely
2000 people
from the Federal
Office
building
in downtown
St. Louie
to the Goodfellow
complex with en April
1978 Implementation
date..
In ordor
to eccomodate
the large
increesa
of telephone
requiremente
at
4300 Goodfellow,
the Army placed
an order with tha local
telephone
company
(TKLCO),
S. W. Bell Tel8phone
Company,
to increaee
the CEWTREX I-CU nerving
4300 Goodfellow
from 2000 to 3000 linee.
In October
1977, the TRLCO informed
equipment
serving
4300 Goodfellow
wae
the Army that
tha CKWTREX ewitching
Conaequeutly,
the TRLCO preeented
a
obeolete
and could not be expended.
propo8al
to the Army in Novamber 1977 to provide
service
from 8 new setvice
CENTRXX 11 co l yatem.
Ba8ed upon en l e8antl.d
operational
date of 1 April
1979, the Army wae preventad
from maoking
competitive
procurement
action
for a different
system;
To optimita
thu8,
the Army had no choice
but to accept
the TRLCO offer.
telephone
service
co8t8 and oparetione,
enhancements
available
with CRWTREX
II CO wer8 8rplOr8d.
The two rignificent
option6
included
means for autometically
colloctinp
~811 detail
and for automatic
routa
selection
(ARS).
In each came, howev8r,
there were service
limitation8
which prevented
the
Army from bchi8ving
nuximum advantage.
Th8 ARS offered
by th8 TRLCO wee relatively
new and did not offar
all
that
~88 do8ired
by th8 Army, euch a8 queuing
and tona warning
before
rpillover
It wa8 det8rminad
that ~8118 within
a SO-mile
radius
zone
to toll
circuit8.
coet le8e than WATS calls;
therefore,
it war plannad
that
thame calls
would
be placed
through
tha ARS automatically
via toll
circuite
and all other
toll
from the TELCO that the basic
cell8
would be denl8d.
Bared on a8eurence8
de8ired
feature8
mentionad
above would be available
by 1 Ap’til
1979 and the
SO-nil8
radiw
8itu6tion
could be accommodated
by the ARS, the ARS syetem
wa8 configured
for only FX, WATS, and the l%mit8d
50-mile
radiu8
toll.
Any
toll
cell8
other
then to tho8e locetiom
within
the 50-mile
zone would require
These call6
the caller
to direct
the call
via the ninth
level
toll
facilitia8.
would be recorded
on the normal
toll
recording
equipment
associated
with the
CWTRRX eyrtem and be subject
to management review.
The only tariffed
offering8
available
from TELCO to collect
call
detail
included
St8tioa
Meee8ge Call Detail
(SMDR) and Call Detail
Automatic
Recording
(CDAR).
SMDR w8e only available
at a primary
CENTREX location
and CDAR being
the only offering
for secondary
CENTREX locatione;
thie configuration
wae
dictated
by the technology
as well as tariffs
governing
the system at that
time.
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SMDB bllowad the caller to be idantifiad
to the machine butomaticbllp
while
CDAU requited the caller to dill b 3-4 digit code Into the machine to
identify
himaelf.
(This neceaaitated
the caller to dial up to 17 diglta
in
order to plbcc b long distance
call).
While the ARS, with SMDR/CMR, were not considered the optimum aolutim,
other bltaruativoa
such aa lnstbllbtion
of a cuatombt-ombd
device,
i.e.,
WATSBOX,wera considered and proved to ba coat prohibitive
due to the
number of tielines
that would be required to be leued by the Army in order
to Interconnect
the devicee(a)
with the CEtUlUX II ayatem.
Therefore, it
wa8 decided to utilize
the TgLCO offering and live with the configuration
until the enhancementa promSled by the DELCObecame available.
Contact waa
made with operations
petaonnel from the DTS-W to determine the effectiveneea
of these devicea since it wa8 learned that the DTS-W had placed an order
(July 1977) for rlmllar
aetvlcea; however, alnce the servict was not yet
waa available.
(Operational in
operational
in the DTS-W, no infotmbtion
spring 1978)
CENTXEX-CDto CENTlAexII CO neceaaitated a 100% inventory
#tation equipment (this was the largeat cutover S.W. Bell
TELCO ever experienced).
Alao, an individual
order hbd to be written for
uch telephone in8twnt
designating claaa of service, location bnd
aetvice feeturea.
Approximately
30,000 tranaactiona
were proceaaed in
Thia work was
1979 by the three aaaigned comicorion@
specialiate.
bccompliahed as an addition to their normal job duties.
At the same time,
were developing a data baae which would be uaed to automate
the80 l peciall8ta
tha l ntir8
DTS-SL billing
ay8toa.
Cutover to CXNTRU 11 CO was successfully
effected
7 April 1979; however, construction
delay8 resulted in significant
dblbyb
in the movemant of major elementa in the St. Louis area. These move8
are nou approximtely
90% complete and are at111 continuing.
Over 20,000
bctioaa
involving
telephoru aarviceb have taken place in 1980.
Changeover from
of all axl8ting

k the situation
18 beginning to rtabilize
in St. Louir, the DTS-SL management ia reviewing the total eyotem end taking corrective
action regarding
A good example is the recent
deficlenciea
identified
in the GAO report.
TSAXCOMsurvey which will result in annual savings of approximately
$100,000
in station equipm8nt alone.
Additonally,
the DTS-SL is now providing
comprehen8ive telephone usage reports to its cuetopIcr8 for we In achieving
telephone economy and dfaciplfne.
Ona shortcoming that hoe not yet baea overcome ie the accessibility
of
detailed AliS circuit
ueaga which i6 eeaential in order to “fine-tune”
the
ay8tem
for optimuar FX, WATS and toll configuration.
Action6 are praaantly
being taken with the TELCO to obtain thie data and will continue until
a
6bti8fbctoI-y
arrangement is achieved.
It ia unfortunate that the tippC period covered by the GAO study waa one of
turbulence in which a major miseion recoafigutatton
waa taking place and a
period of latenaive
adaptation to new equipments and aervicra had juat begun.
It ir unfortunate too that certain DELCOservice8 were limited
and could not
provide fuller
benafite.
118 the TEZCO offerings
improve and the major cutover
requirement@ are met, efforts
are underway to achieve economies
and improve
operations to the maximum.

(941194)
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